ESCORTED AMAZON TOURS 2007
ITINERARY: Puerto Nariño & Amacayacu
We take a leisurely
journey out of Leticia
heading upstream on the
main Amazon River. To
the second town on the
Colombian
Amazon,
Puerto Nariño is a small,
friendly and attractive
town, with its tree lined
footpaths
and
very
tranquil since there are
No Cars or Motokars
(Motorbike rickshaws)!

From Puerto Nariño we
can enjoy the many
cochas
including
Tarapoto Lake. Here
under the guidance of our
Miraña and Ticoya Indian
guides we can expect to
experience very special
encounters with Caiman,
Dolphins, Fish eagles,
Capybaras and other
wildlife of the lakes and
forests.

Day 1 Arrival in South America
Arrive at El Dorado airport where our representative will
meet you
Transfer to Hotel
* Dinner * in a local restaurant.

Day 2 Flight to Leticia
Breakfast
Transfer to Airport
Flight to Leticia.
Check into a hotel in Leticia
* Lunch * in Leticia
Informal orientation meeting to welcome visitors to the
amazon town of Leticia and discuss forthcoming activities
and tours
Watch the sunset from ‘La Fera’ where bars and
restaurants look out over the river and the rain forest
beyond.
* Dinner * at a restaurant serving typical local fare.

Day 4 Tarapoto Lake
Breakfast in the hotel. 7am
Embark motor canoe ‘EL Motoro’ for Tarapoto lake
8.00am
Explore the lake under guidance of local indigenous
guides.
Visit the indigenous village on the shores of the lake.
Lunch on board the boat
Visit the watchtower that has tremendous views over the
lake and the canopy, followed by short safari on foot

Day 3 Journey to Puerto Nariño
Breakfast in the hotel.
Leave for Tabatinga 9.00 am.
Depart from Tabatinga 9.30 for Puerto Nariño.
Lunch on board boat
Occasional stops enroute for Dolphin watching, photo
opportunities and other points of interest.
Arrive Puerto Nariño 3 pm.
Transfer to Hotel
* Dinner * in Puerto Nariño.

through the forest adjoining the lake. Where we can see
the giant Cieba and Balsa trees.
Return to Hotel
6.30 pm Night safari to view caiman and other nocturnal
animals
* Dinner * in Puerto Nariño
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Day 8 Amazon river and Cajaru
Day 5 Alto de Aguilas
Breakfast in the hotel.

Breakfast in Amacayacu.
Embark on ‘El Motoro’ downstream on the main amazon
Many photo opportunities + wildlife encounters.

Journey by boat to the jungle lodge /refuge Alto de
Aguilas where we will take Lunch and spend the day in
the company of the animals that live in and around the
lodge. Many unforgettable photo opportunities. Activities
also available include fishing, trecking and canoeing.
Simple accommodation at Alto de Aguilas in hammocks.

Day 6 Amacayacu
Wake early to see the dawn and here the dawn chorus in
the forest.
Breakfast at Alto de Aguilas
Embark on ‘El Motoro’ for the short journey to Amacayacu
lodge.
Lunch - Beach barbeque on an Island in the Amazon.
Doliphin watching on the river moving on to Cocha at
Cajaru where we can visit the community see the
aquarium fish they collect an sell for export.
Return to Leticia
* Dinner * in Tabatinga

Day 9 Maloca & Selva Walk
Breakfast in the hotel in Leticia
Visit the zoo in Letica where we can see many of the
animals of the Region.
Journey by road 7 km where after a short walk we can
visit a Maloca (Indigenous Longhouse).
* Lunch * at Amacayacu Lodge.
Short walk through the forest adjacent to the lodge with a
park guide providing information about the park, the
plants and animals they are researching and protecting.
Dinner at Amacayacu
Overnight in Amacayacu lodge. (NB Group accomodation
only , small suites on request but very limited)

Day 7 Amacayacu Park.
Breakfast at the Amacayacu
Visit to the Ticuna community of San Martin de
Amacayacu.
Lunch on board boat or in the community as preferred
Safari through the park, which has one of the greatest
biodiversitys on the planet.
Dinner in the Lodge.
Overnight in Amacayacu Lodge.

Guided walk through the forest to Km 8.
Lunch at the natural lagoon at Km 8 where there are ra
good selection of restaurants and typical bars with lots of
dancing and those who choose to do so can go
swimming.
In the evening return to the Hotel
* Dinner * at a restaurant in Tabatinga (Brazil).
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Day 10 Farewell Leticia

Why Choose Amazon Holidays?

Breakfast in the hotel
Transfer to the airport .
Flight to Bogota, El Dorado.
Transfer to your international flight.

Our unrivalled local knowledge helps you: -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eat at the best restaurants in town
Stay in the best hotels in the area
Travel around using the best, most reliable transport
Explore the most exciting locations
Dance in the top entertainment spots
Have plenty of time for genuine wildlife encounters.
Gain a genuine insight into local cultures
Help us in direct support of rainforest communities

We provide one bilingual guide (min) per 6 persons.

Please Note: - Meals marked with * * are not included in the package price.

Package Price £1030
(Based on double occupancy) including all internal flights and transfers, hotel board and breakfast.
Single supplements are £25 per night.
.

Amazon Holidays
Comunidad Multietnica de Tacana
KM11 Via Leticia –Tarapaca
Leticia
Amazonas

Getting You Closer To The Real Amazon

TEL: +57 311 535 8508
Fax: +44 (0) 870 169 8378
Email: tours@amazon-holidays.com
Web: http://www.amazon-holidays.com

